
momo therapy bicycle. Firmly in the saddle.

I am your therapy bicycle for more  
balance. I am there for you if the pleasant 
weather tempts you to take a trip around 
the lake. But I can do much more than that if 
you take me on an excursion. Depending on 
how steady you are on your bike, my stabilizer 
wheels can be adjusted from rigid to very 
soft spring settings. In this way, you can easily 
train your balance. Apart from that, I look 
really cool: without my supporting functions, 
I look just like a bicycle! 
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momo therapy bicycle.

Pedals
Can be individually 
configured.

Stabilizer wheels
can be adjusted from 
rigid to very soft.

Individual drive
from a rigid drive via a 7-gear 

freewheel brake hub, right up to  
electrical support.

Frame colours 
12“

Telemagenta

Sky blue

Pure white

Frame colours 
16“ and 20“

Melon yellow

Navy blue

Pure white

Frame colours 
24“ and 26“

Anthracite
metallic

Pure white

Saddle
available in different 
shapes and sizes.

Handlebars
Available in many different designs.

You have the choice! Between many handlebars, 
saddles, foot pans, head supports and different 
drives - from rigid toothed wheels right up to the 
3-gear hub gear with reverse option!
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Low access level as standard feature
permits the rider to climb on conveniently and

also allows independent transfer.

You can find a diverse 
range of accessories

for optimum support & individual 
equipment from page 122.

Two brake systems
from 16“, consisting 

of rims and drum 
brakes.



 

Data 12" 16" 20" 24" 26"

Pedal to top edge of saddle* 30 - 38 cm 42 - 57.5 cm 50 - 64.5 cm 59 - 76.5 cm  71.5 - 87.5 cm

Pedal to top edge of saddle** 33 - 41 cm 45 - 60 cm 52 - 68 cm 61 - 84 cm 73 - 95 cm

Saddle support tube to front tube 33 cm 39 cm 45 cm 53 cm 58 cm

Wheelbase 64 cm 76 cm 89 cm 104 cm 112 cm

Full length 99 cm 122 cm 148 cm 168 cm 178 cm

Access point height 16 cm 18 cm 20 cm 22 cm 23 cm

Full width 43 cm 52 cm 62 cm 71 cm 76 cm

max. load 35 kg 50 kg 65 kg 100 kg 100 kg

Weight 10.5 kg 13 kg 15 kg 18 kg 20 kg

HMV No. 22.51.01.0014

Using me, you can train your balance, 
coordination and endurance.

Dynamic stabilizer wheels
can be adjusted to your capabilities. If set to rigid, they will initially give you 
security and build trust. Over the course of your therapy, they can be adjusted 
to become very gentle suspension stabilizers. These can easily balance you 
as you go round bends and also offer sufficient drive force on dirt roads.

You can find further information 
on accessories & harnesses 
on pages 132 – 135 and in the 
price list.

* Dimensions with standard saddle post / ** Dimensions with T-saddle post



 

Did you know that your momo therapy bicycle. can also be 
equipped with an electric drive? This supports you where 
your own power is not quite sufficient. Whether it‘s a short 
or long trip to town or to the lake.

The basis of our system is Heinzmann‘s DirectPower 
e-drive in the front wheel. This is a noiseless direct 
drive, which is optionally available with a starting aid.
For experienced drivers the drive is also available in an 
“advanced version“. This allows a more powerful drive. 
The “beginner‘s version“ can also be used to control 
the Eco, Standard or Power mode via display.

With this power-supporting electric drive we offer an 
ideal addition to your momo therapy bicycle. and help 
you to achieve your set targets.

We are at your disposal for an individual consultation.

DirectPower E-Bike drive
is designed brushless and 

without gears, minimizes main-
tenance and wear and tear and 

eliminates motor noise.

LCD display
shows you information on the

support level, speed and battery
status - and is easy to read, even 

in bright / sunny surroundings.

Button or twist handle
operation 

allow you to set the mode, and
the start-up assistance if neces-

sary, including during travel.

With E-drive.momo therapy bicycle.130130



 

The battery can also be 
removed for charging. The 
charge level can be read on 
the display.


